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The only real tool for developing cross-platform Rich Internet Applications (RIAs) for that last 11 years has been Flash; until now!  Silverlight 3 allows you to develop cross-platform Rich Internet Applications in a fraction of the time because of the extensive and very powerful .NET 3.5 libraries, the powerful, design friendly Blend 3 Integrated Development Environment, and an enhanced workflow that allows designers and developers to work on the same set of files at the same time.
	Develop stunning RIAs in a short time.
	Learn some basic Object Oriented Programming Principles.
	Get familiar with the Blend 3 development environment.


What you'll learn

	Learn the Blend 3 and Visual Studio 2008 Integrated Development Environments (IDE).
	Learn how to create stunning animations using Silverlight 3 Storyboards.
	Learn how to incorporate video and sound into your RIAs with the Silverlight MediaElement.
	Learn about and how to develop quickly using Silverlight 3's reusable resources such as UserControls, ControlTemplates and DataTemplates.
	Learn about the new Visual State Manager and the State panel in Blend 3 to quickly and easily add MouseEnter and MouseLeave states to your UserControls.
	Put everything you have learned together to create a sample Silverlight 3 website.


Who is this book for?

Web designers and developers wanting to learn Expression Blend 3 from the ground up. Those who have a background in the development of RIAs and want to learn this new technology.    

       About the Author

Victor is a senior application engineer at IdentityMine, a top-tier software company specializing in designing and developing cutting edge software applications, creating customized WPF/Blend and Silverlight training programs and creating tools for designers and developers. Victor has worked with Fortune 500 companies such as Microsoft, Harrah\'s, Mattel, NBC/Universal, Disney, Best Buy, GameStop, Vivendi Universal Games, and New Line Cinema among others.  Victor, a former Flash/ActionScript engineer still stays active in the Flash community by writing articles and tutorials on www.actionscript.org where he is also a moderator.
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Mac OS X for Java GeeksO'Reilly, 2003
Mac OS X for Java Geeks delivers a complete and detailed look at the Mac OS X platform, geared specifically at Java developers. Programmers using the 10.2 (Jaguar) release of Mac OS X, and the new JDK 1.4, have unprecedented new functionality available to them. Whether you are a Java newbie, working your way through...
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Mastering the Requirements Process (2nd Edition)Addison Wesley, 2006
It is widely recognized that incorrect requirements account for up to 60 percent of errors in software products, and yet the majority of software development organizations do not have a formal requirements process. Many organizations appear willing to spend huge amounts on fixing and altering poorly specified software, but seem unwilling to invest...
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CYA Securing IIS 6.0Syngress Publishing, 2004
Network System Administrators operate in a high-stress environment, where the competitive demands of the business often run counter to textbook “best practices”. Design and planning lead times can be nonexistent and deployed systems are subject to constant end-runs; but at the end of the day, you, as the Administrator, are held...
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Acceptance and Commitment Therapy (100 Key Points)Routledge, 2019

	
		Acceptance and Commitment Therapy: 100 Key Points and Techniques offers a comprehensive, yet concise, overview of the central features of the philosophy, theory, and practical application of ACT. It explains and demonstrates the range of acceptance, mindfulness, and behaviour change strategies that can be used in the service...
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Communications for Business: A Practical ApproachFinancial Times Management, 2005

	The fourth edition of Communications for Business is a comprehensive textbook, workbook, and reference book rolled into one. This book will help readers to develop confidence and expertise in composing effective business communications. This book will be helpful to anyone who is working or training to work in an administrative, managerial or...
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Microsoft SQL Server 2000 Weekend Crash CourseJohn Wiley & Sons, 2001
Get up to Speed on SQL Server 2000 — in a Weekend!
    The big day is Monday. The day you get to show off what you know about SQL Server 2000. The problem is, you're not really up to speed. Maybe it's been a while since you worked with SQL Server. Or maybe you just like a challenge. In any event, we've got a solution for...
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